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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
CD-5D536-01 

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

1.1 PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

This Circuit Desaiptioo (CT)) documents the Module Cootroller and Time Slot Interchange Unit. Model 3 

(MCTIJ3) cost reduction architecture. The MCI1J3 implements the MCIU-Model 2 (MCfU2) 

functionality and bas been developed as a lower cost replacement for the MCTU2. 

The MCIU3 is architected to maximize Cost of Goods (COGs) savings while minimizing wftware impact. 

The cost reductioo. is achieved through a combinatioo of unit and pack consolidatim on a 500 Bl-type unit 

shelf, together with re-implementation of some of the SMP logic with less expensive technology. The 

MCIU3 development consists of three fundamentally new pieces: 

1. a new backplane which consolidates two separate shelves. side O and side 1. into ooe shelf. 

2. a cost reduced Single Board Core (SBCORE) processor board which consolidates the functiooality of 

the MCIU2's Ore Support 1 board, Core Support 2 board. Core board, the Applications board, and 

the six Memory boards. and 

3. a combined Single Board Power-ControV Display (SBPCD) board. 

1.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

The SESS Switch is a digital time divisim switch with a time-space-time an::hitecture. The Time 

Multiplexed Switch (TMS) provides a centralized space division switching function and connects to various 

Switching ModuJcs (SMs) that perform ti.me division switching and interface to transmission facilities. 

The MCTU3's Six-Fan Unit and Fuse/Filter Unit (FFlJ) are common to all SMs. Vario.ts peripheral units 

such as the Global Digital Selvice Unit, Metallic Service Unit. Digital Line and Trunk Unit. Line Unit. 

Trunk Unit, and Packet Switch Unit are equipped in the SM as needed. The Mcru3 resides within a SM 

and provides the following: 

• a Switching Module Processa (S:MP) to provide the operating environment for software and interfaces 

to subunits, 

• a fast pump capability used fa initialization of SMP memory. 

• a ti.me division switch under coo.trol of the SMP. 

• preprocessing on the signaling and control bits of the time slot data. 

• an interface to Network Control and Timing (NCI') links. 

• an interface to peripheral units for cootrol informatioo from the SMP. 

• an interface to peripheral units for Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) data. 

• a Digital Service Unit (DSU) to provide detectioo/generation of tones used fCl" ~ignaling_ and 

• an Ethernet interface for the Very Compact Digital Exchange (VCT)X). 

The MCI1J3 is a duplex unit containing two sides (side O and 1). The active processor updates the mate 

(nonactive) processor to provide the ability to switch from side to side. Under no-fault conditions. 

switching to the mate side is accomplished without introdoci.ng errors. Fxror-checking circuitry and 

diagnostic aids are used extensively to facilitate mainienance of the MCIU3. 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

2.1 FUNCTIONAL DESIGNATIONS 

The MCTU3 has nine subfunctions: 

1. SingJe Board CORE (SBCORE) 

2. Dual Link lntaface (DU) 

3. Time Slot Interchanger ITSD 

4. Signal Processor (SP) 

5. Data Intaface CDn 
6. Control Interface (en 
7. Packet Interface (PI) 

8. Digital Service Unit (DSU) 

9. SingJe Board Power-Cmtrol/Display (SBPCD) 

CD-5D536-01 

The SBCORE contains the core processing functimality of the MCTU3 SMP. The general architecture of 

the SBCORE is derived from the SMP20 with the addition of sane features found in the SM2000 SMP. 

The SBCORE utilizes a MC68LC040 microprocessor with a basic clock frequency of 25 MHz. The l/0 

subsystem of the SBCORE maintain the "classic" SMP address spectrum. A MC68360 (QUICC) device is 

used to provide communications capabilita for the SBCORE. The SBCORE contains lMByte of 5-volt 

only R..ASH memory. One devices is utilized to for the generic firmware (512 Kbytes). A second 

512Kbyte device contains the Programmable Logic Pump data. The SBCORE makes extensive use of 

RAM pumped logic devices. After power-up, the Programmable Logic Pump The program data for the 

pumped logic is stored in a dedicated FLASH EPROM. 

The DU provides the interface to NCT links. h recovers timing informatim from these links to provide 

timing f<r the MCTU3. The DLI contains the transmit and receive circuitry needed to interface to the 

optical links. It also provides the SMP an interface to the Message Time Slot (MfS) oo each NCT link. 

Because the DU is in the same failure group as the TMS, cross coupling is necessary for all connectioos 

between the DUs and the duplex MCI1J3. The DLI seJe.cts me of two NCT links connected to it or the 

mate DLI as a reference timing srurce. Under SMP control the TSI selects one of the two DLis as a clock 

source and distributes this clock to the rest of the MCI1J3. 

The TSI is the time division. switch. and it contains two 512x512 time slot interehangers, one for data from 

the TMS to peripheral units and one for data from peripheral units to the TMS. The two 512x512 switches 

are connected such that time slots may be looped. thereby providing the capability to connect periphaal 

time siots to ocher peripheral time slots for intramodule calls. The TSI also JX'OVides a data port to the DSU. 

The SP performs the hit timing and processing oo signaling and control bits (A-G) from peripheral time 

slots. It provides the SMP access to these bits and provides a First In First Out (FIFO) type queue to report 

state changes of these bits. It also allows the SMP to source these bits to peripheral units. 

The DI provides the data interface to peripheral units. h reformats time slot infonnation and does a 2: 1 

concentration oo peripheral time slots. Two Dis are connected to the TSI. each providing the TSI with 256 

time slots per frame. F.acb DI provides 16 Peripheral Interface Data Buses (PIDBs) for connection to 

peripheral units. 
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The O provides the interface between the SMP and the various peripheral units for control infamation 

through Peripheral Interface Cootrol Buses (PlCBs). Each O provides 23 PICB cODDectioos. The Mcru3 

may be equipped with two Cis (per side) to provide a total of 46 PICBs. 

The PI provides the interface to the Packet Switch Unit (PSU). The Pl and associated PSU is used in a SM 

for the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). The PI and PSU provide a centralized high bandwidth 

interface to suppm packetiz.ed data and signaling messages. By centralizing packet processing in the PSU, 

efficient signaling. maioteomre. and administrative interfaces are maintained and the distributed 

architecture of the SFSS Switch; .. eob!IJlN'd. 

The DSU is respmsible for creating and transmitting call-progress «mes, multifrequency signals, 

«me-dialing signals, and ccmmon chaonel interoffice signaling continuity check tooes. It also does 

dial-pulse collection, tooe-decodmg and detectioo of multifrequeocy signals. To provide reliable q,eratioo 

the DSU is cooiposed of two service groups that share the load so that a siogle fault can at most reduce the 

DSU capacity by 50 percent The IDSU uses AT&T-T digital signal processing chips far its required 

services. 

The SBPCD provides the SMP. Cls. PI, TSI-SP, and Dis a commoo +5 volt power supply in the MCTIJ3. 

The sectioos that follow deal with the nine previously mentioned Mcru3 subfunctions in more detail. 

2.1.1 Siqle Board CORE (SBCORE) - KBN17 

The SBCORE contains the Motorola MC68LC040 IDicrop-ocessa. The MC68LC040 contains a pipelined 

executioo unit, two 4 Kbyte internal caches (one for instructions and one fa data) and a paged Memory 

Managern'!Dt Unit (MMU). A bus clock of 25 MHz is supplied to the microprocessor. A 50 MHz is also 

supplied to the microprocessor by the phase-locked loop circuitry of the QUICC device; this clock is used 

intemally by the MC68LC040. 

2.1 .1 .1 QUad Integrated Communications Controller (QU/CC) 

The QUICC is a versatile one chip integrated microprocessor and peripheral cooibioatioo that can be used 

in a variety of cootroller applicatioos. The key features of the QUICC are: 

• CPU32+ Processor with exteroal 32 bit data and address bus. 

• System Integration Module (SIM(i()). 

• Communications Processor Module (CPM). 

• QUICC Memory Spectrum 

• QUICC Register Access 

• QUICC Interrupt Structure 

• QUICC Bootstrapper Functioo 

• BTSR DMA Pump Data Transfer 

• BTSR Test Mode 

• QUICC SDLC Owmels 
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• QUICC support of :Ethernet Paddle Board 

• QUICC's general Purpose Timers 

2.1.1 .2 Parity 

Parity is ca1culated for each byte ci the processor address and is sourced by the Flex devices when the 

MC68LC040 or QUICC devices are in control and is checked by the Flex devices when the Test Utility 

Bus ('11.JB) « Update bus is in control. 

2.1.1.3 UpdaJe Bus Controller (UBC) 

The UBC implements a pipelined update bus which is used to keep the mate processor's memcxy and l/0 

identical to 1he active processcx-'s in order to provide a highly reliable duplex processor. In the update 

mode, all writes which take place in the active side are automatically cooducted in the mate processor. The 

UBC also allows read or write operations to be conducted exclusively to the mate processor (regardless of 

the state of the update mode) on a forced basis as well as fm:ed operations to both processor sides. 

2 .1 .1.4 The Internal Bus Control (/BC) 

The me translates the bus protocol of each possible bus owner (e.g. MC68LC040. QUICC. TUB or mate) 

into the bus protocol of each possible destinatim protocol (e.g. l/0 subsystem. nm. update bus or 

QUICC). The state flow is identical for reads and writes; the flow varies in three situations: 

1. burst read accesses of the DRC. 

2. special function operatioos, and 

3. when the mate is running with access enabled. 

2.1 .J .5 Burst Writes 

Burst writes, while supported by the MC68LC040. are not supported by the SBCORE; all burst writes are 

converted. via transfer burst inhibit, to long-word writes. 

2.1.l .6 Bus Arbiter 

The bus arbiter functionality for the SBCORE implements a fixed priority bus arbitration protocol. The 

following is the priority from highest to lowest: Test Bus OMA. Update bus requests, QUICC DMA and 

the MC68LC040: by default. the MC68LC040 is in control. If the cooditian exits where both processor 

sides are requesting the opposite side at the same time, ooe side will relinquish the bus and grant it to the 

other side. A time-out circuit monitors the length of mate requests w make sure a lock condition does not 

occur if the mate is faulted and unresponsive. 

2.1 .1.7 Test Utility Bus (TUB) 

The interface from the internal address and procesSCI' data bus IO the multiplexed TUB is used to provide 

access for various hardware and software debugging tools. Two QLWR gate arrays are util.iz.ed to perfmn 

the multiplexing of address and data ooto the Test Utility Bus. Each QLWR interfaces to half the internal 

address bus. half the processa-data bus, and half of the Test Utility Bus. Address parity is passed from the 

internal address bus. Data parity is generated m writes to the Test Utility Bus and are used OD non-1tJB 

read cycles. as well, to verify the integrity of the internal data bus. Invert parity signals from the Special 
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Function Maintenance Register can be used to allow diagnostics to face address and data parity errors. 

2.1.1.8 Update Bus 

Two QLWR gate arrays are utiliz.ed to perform the multiplexing of address and data onto the Update Bus. 

Each QL WR interfaces to half the internal address bus. half the processor data bus and half ri the Update 

Bus. Address parity is passed to/from the internal address bus. Data parity is generated m writes through 

the Update Bus and passed on reads. Invert parity signals frmn the Special Function Maint.enaoce Regista' 

can used to allow diagnostics to fon:e address and data parity errors. 

2.1.1.9 Dynamic RAM Controller (DRC) 

The DRC device JroVides DRAM aa:ess, cooected data with per byte parity oo reads, address parity 

cbecking, memory address checking, scrubbing of memory errors during refresh, refresh control. 

initialization with good hamming I memmy test and l/0 registers f(X" control and status of DRC functioos. 

Accesses of the DRAM may be byte. ward, long word, <r burst. and tbe DRAM is accessible from the mate 

side. The DRC will be capable of handling 2, 4, or 6 banks of 16Mbytes each. The size and configuratioo of 

the on board memory is input to the DRC device through pins dedicated f<r this function. The DRAM is 

comprised of 4 banks of 104Mx4 memmy devices making a total of 16M long words cl. system memory. 

Cootairwt in each 40-bit loog word is 32-bits of data. 7-bits of Hamming DRAM for error detection and 

carection. and I-bit f oc memory address parity 

2 .1.1.10 Memory Expansion 

There are three 72 pin sockets for DRAM Single In-line Memory Modules (SIMMs) located on the 

SBCORE. At least socket Xl must be equipped with the SIMM. For memory growth the sockets X2 and 

X3 are available. The SIMM to be used contains 32 Mbyte DRAM. coo.figured as 8M loog words with 8 

bits used fCI' EDC codes. For future memmy designs. the DRC supports 4Kword (64 msec.) refresh timing. 

However, no mix of SIMM aechnology is possible. A SIMM memory sense indicator is available per 

SIMM socket to indicate the total amount of equipped memory. 

2.1.1.11 /10 FPGA 

The 32-BIT I/0 FPGA implements the following functions: 

• I/0 Decoder - tbe purpose of tbe IO decoder is seJect all tbe registers which are used to validate the 

access with the right byte selects, IO loclc/unlock, and read and write cooditions. 

• l/0 State Machine - tbe purpose of tbe IO state rnacbioe \S to link tbe IO 8 data bus to the 32 bits system 

data bus, do the byte alignment (68040 bas no dynamic bus sizing) perform the long word access 

simulation to the flash EPR.OM and generate the IO-cycle timing to tbe bus controller for all IO and 

Flash accesses. 

• Data and Address Parity Generato-/Cbecker - the parity generator and checker functions calculate the 

address parity of every bus cycle and generate the data parity of all 32 bits-IO-data. 

• Processor C.OOtrol Registers Bus Cmtrol Registers - there are two processor control registers. These 

registers cootain informatims about tbe state ci. both this and the mate cootroller. 11 gives indications 

about the nwnber of NMI's which have occurred and if controllers are running en are in de stopped 

state. 
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• Bus C.OOtrol Register (BCR) - the BCR is a register only accessible by this side cl the controller. It is 

cleared on every NMI. The BCR controls the ability cl the process<X" to access external resowces and 

controls the ability of other resources to access this process<X' side (DMA. mate enable. etc.). 

• Special Functions Registers - these registers are used to allow all kinds of maintenance operations to 

take place. Also access to this side mly (local) or to the mate (mate) or to both sides can be forced by 

using these registers. The registers only fire in case there is a DAT A cycle in progress. 

• Address Data and Operations Shadow Registers - the address. Data and Operations Shadow register 

collect their inf 011D&tioo on every bus cycle. The address and Data registers cootain the full 32 bits 

address and data cl the cycle. The operatioos register collects information about timers. arbiter control. 

data/address parity emn. read or writes and if it was a local or mate a both operation. If in one cl the 

bus-cycles an error is reported in the reset source registeJ' the contents cl the shadow register is frozen 
until the reset source regiSteJ' is cleared. In the mean while, sdtware is capable cl reading the caitents 

of the registers to determine what caused the failure. 

• Reset Source RegisteJ' and NMI Circuit - the reset source and NMl circuit is the final col1ectioo point cl 

all the error informatioo which can be generate in the MCIU3. It will generate an NMI if the errors are 

not masked a when a nm maskable intenUpt occurs like a sanity timer time-out. 

• S<itware and Write Protect Circuits - the Software error source register captures software related errors 
reported via hardware check circuits. Each bit in the software error source register has the ability to be 

set by externally detected sources or by software. Each bit also has an associated mask bit in the 

apprq,riate mask register. If a mask bit is set. the error bit may be set. but the emr does DOt propagate 

beyond the register. Unmasked bits set in software error source register rep<Xt directly to the reset 

source register. The implementation of the write-protect circuitry together with the associated special 

function bits are the same as fa the SMP20. 

• Stack Protect Circuits - this circuit provides II rnecbanism for protecting the MCIU3 Stack region. This 

circuit prevents any writes to the Stack regioo that aren't to the active stack. Stack protection is the 

same as for SMP20. 

• Interrupt and Terminating 1EA Grorit - the purpose of this function is to allow the bus caitrdler to 

generate a bus erra (TFA to 68040) signal oo those accesses which could cause the processor to read 

incorrect data. The TEA circuit ooly fires a signal to the bus control1er if the required access is not 

allowed by means of mask bits set in the error source registers or when there is no bit already set in the 

reset-source registeJ'. 

• Ready Time Out - this functioo prevents the system to be stuck in a never ending bus cyc1e. It times out 

every bus cyc1e taking looger than 56 usec. 

• l/0 Timers - the LO timers provide a measure of control over accesses to l/0 locations that have the 

capability to change the state of the processor. In SMPI. a single LO timer ran for a fixed duratioo of 

approximately 114 ms. In SMP20. the I/0 timer was modified to run for 256 bus cycles (not including 

DMA). Due to the large internal caches of the MC68LC040. and the ability for both processors to be 

executing code simultaneously and still access each other aaoss the update bus, two J/0 timers are 

provided. 

Additional UNLOCK2 and LOCK2 maintenance strobes are irovided. for diagnostic capability, to 

access the other LO timer fran what would be accessed by the normal addresses. 

• Sanity Timer - the sanity timer is a means to protect the controller f <r insanity. The sanity timer must be 

periodically strobed by the software. The maximum time oo the sanity timer is 699 ms. If the sanity 

timer is not cleared before the time-out expires a sanity timer error is generated in the reset source 
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register. This error is not maskable. Also. after the sanity timer is cleared. it must not be cleared again 

until at least 233 ms. have elapsed. a again an error will be generated. 

If a Power Fail indicatioo is received frcm this processa's power control the sanity timer cannot be 

maintained. 

• Reset Pulse Timer • the purpose of the reset pulse timer is to generate a well defined reset pulse to the 

process« to make sure all internal registers in the processor are cleared. 

• Serial Control Interface 32-BIT liO FPGA to 8-Brr VO FPGA. and 

• Fast Pump Bootstrapper - the Fast Pump Bootstrapper will provide the interfa:.e between the data link 

and the Switching Module Processor. One fixed PIDB per side is allocated for the Bootstrapper (BTSR) 

to transfer data in the id1e time slots to the SBCORE memory. The assembled data is transfemd under 

OMA cootrol via the processor data bus to the SB CORE memory. The SBCORE duplex pump utili7.es 

the pump p-otocol used in SMP20. The SBCORE Bootsttapper can be coo.figured to pump the local. 

mate a both sides providing complete flexibility fm-pump configurations. The SBCORE BTSR 

hardware performs the following functions: 

1. Assembling of 32 bits words from any subset of the 32 PIDB time slots. 

2. Detectioo of the start of a pump block. 

3. FIFO buffering of incoming data with FIFO empty and overflow indication. 

4. Generatioo cl a single level 6 interrupt after the tint four 32 bit wolds are loaded in the FIFO. 

5. OMA control interface for transferring pump data to SBCORE memory. 

6. PIDB-In parity chea to roaintaio the parity loop back function to supp<X't the walking parity on 

the PIDB-Out with a 295 time slot skew. 

7. Diagnostic Test PIDB is supported to test all operational BTSR modes. 

8. Diagnostic strobe point used to increment the internal time slot bit counter far verificatioo of the 

c«rect PIDB syncbrooizatioo. 

The BTSR receives serial data from a dedicated PIDB channel. Six data bits per PIDB time slot are 

used fa transferring the pump data. With 32 used time slots per frame the transfer rate of downloading 

data is 192 Kbyte/sec. Any subset ct time slw are allowed to be used for downloading pump data, 

however with a lower transfer rate. 

The SBCORE BTSR has three operational modes: 

1. interropt. 

2. OMA.and 

3. resyncmode. 

Fa maintenance the same three modes are available for diagnostic tests. The mode of operation is 

selected using the BTSR Cmtrol Register. 

2.1 .1.12 Timer-PJC-Controller (TPC) Device 

To support all timer and counier functions. interrupt control and the CPI function. an ASIC was developed 

called TPC. The TPC ASIC includes the following functionality: 
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• One CPI gate-array - CPI provides the Administrative Module (AM) with a "bard-wired" path to the 

SM over which specific cmfiguratioos can be forced within the SMP. 

A CPI message is received through a dedicated interface from the DU <r RS232 interface. The CPI 

selection betwe.en the DU and Ethernet is made by placing the proper paddleboard on the MCTTJ3 

backplane. In a VCDX, the CPI paddle board (982AAJ) should be used; othenvise a shorting beJ'g will 

be provided which routes the DLI CPI iofmnation to the SMP. 

• A CPI masage consists of 1 start bit, 4 cootrol bits. seven data bits, 51 parity bits and 1 stop bit, foc a 

total of 64 bits. These are received serially. 1 per frame. The message requires 8 ms. to be received. 

Sixteen possible messages are available via the CPI mechanism. Eight are dedicated to diagnostic use, 

ooe is UDimplemented and seven are operatiooal messages. The operatiooal messages are: 

1. Focce Processor Reset (CPI message 7) 

2. Fm-ce Side 0 Active (CPI message 2) 

3. Fm-ce Side 1 Active (CPI message 1) 

4. Oear Foo::e Active (CPI message 4) 

5. Disable Sanity Tmier (CPI message OxD) 

6. Enable Sanity Timer (CPI message OxE) 

7. Enhanced CPI (CPI message OxB) 

8. Update MSGS Status (CPI message Ox8) 

All CPI opecational messages (except for Force Reset) generate a level 5 interrupt to the MC68LC040; 

diagnostic messages do not. Force reset generates an NMI to the microprocessor. 

• 3 times AMD9519 Peripheral lntemipt Cootroller (PIC) functims - MC11J3 provides 24 maskable 

interrupts that generate a level 4 interrupt to the MC68LC040 microprocessor. These 24 interrupts are 

broken into two types. Sixteen interrupts are known as maintenance interrupts and have the highest 

priority. The remaining eight interrupts are of the operational type. When the 1/0 Timer is nmn.ing the 

operatiooal interrupts are blocked from causing the level 4 intenupt to the microprocessor. 

In general the layout ci the interrupt controllers, PIC-A. PIC-B and PIC-C, has not changed from 

previous classic SMPs. This means that.all three PIC's are cascaded with PIC-C having the highest 

priority. 

• 2 times an Intel (82C54) Timer and counter device - All counters based on the 82C54 design are 

modulo 16 bit down counters. The programmable C<lWlters are an Intel 82C54 or equivalent device. 

1. 10 ms. Tuner - Counter 0 of the first 82C54 device in the TPC is used as the 10 miJJisecond 

timer. 

2. Miscellaneous Timer - Counter 1 of the first 82C54 device in the TPC provides for the 

Miscellaneous Tuner. The Miscellaneous Tuner Ciicuit provides a programmable timer that may 

be used for two specific purposes within MCI1J3. The output of the Miscellaneous TllDel' is 

connected to ooe ci the interrupt inputs on the operational interrupt coo.troller (PICA) in the 

maskable interrupt ciicuit. The second use of the Misa:l)aneooc; Tuner Circuit is to puvide a 

clock for the DLI 2x4 switch to provide a clock during certain maintenance test states. 
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3. 10 ms. Interval Counter - Counter 2 of the first 82C54 device in the TPC is used as the 10 ms. 

interval counter. The output of this counter in not coonected. The user must read the value of the 

counter to determine the number of 10 ms. intervals. The clock in fm counter 2 is the output of 

the 10 ms. interrupt timer. 

4. Billing Counter - Counters O and 1 in the second 82C54 device in the TPC provide for the billing 

counter. The Billing Counter provides a 32-bit counter that is decremented by the DLI clock, so 

that the counter may provide a very accurate Time-of-Day clock for the system. It is implemented 

as two cascaded 16 bit counters to form a single. 32 bit counter clocked by a 8Khz clock provided 

by the DLI clock selectioo circuitry. 

5. Secmd Miscellaneous Timer - Counter 2 of the secaid 82C54 device in the TPC provides for the 

Second Miscellaneous Timer. This Miscellaneous TUDer Circuit provides a programmable timer 

that may be used within MCITJ3. The output cl the Miscellaneous Timer is not roooected 'O 

anything and thus C811Ilot provide an interrupt. 

• lEEE 1149.1 (ITAG) Boundary Scan Test Access Port. 

• 1.125 Mhz DLI cloclc output 

2.1.1.13 DU Interface 

The DLI interface implements the following functions: 

• DLI Serial LO Coot:rol Inte.rf ace - provides processor access to/frooi the Dual Link Interface (DLI) 

registers. The DLI Serial Interface hardware performs the following functions: 

1. l/0 Address Decoder. 

2. DLI Read/Write Serial Interface, 

3. DLI Control Registers. 

4. I/0 Address Decoder 

• SDLC Owmel Switches for DLI Link Selection -

A one of four selector is used for selecting the DU receive data and clock to be transmitted to SDLC-A and 

SDLC-B. A demultiplexer function is used to transmit the SDLC-A data to ooe of the four DU links. Per 

demultiplexer two bits are encoded to select the DLI link the data is transmitted to by SDLC A The same 

function is also present for the SDLC-B data to transmit data to one cl. the four DU links. 

2.1.1.14 SDLC Parity Switch 

The SDLC 2x4 Parity Switch is identical to the one used as the SDLC 2x4 Data Switch. 

2.1.1.15 Sub Unit Interlace Bus (SUIB) 

The interface signals for the SUIB are connected to the different Sub-units (e.g. Control Interface (0), 

TUDe Slot Interface/Signal Processor (TSID) and Packet Interface (PD). Because the Sum bus is a 16 bit 

data bus and the processor is a 32 bits bus multiplexing is perfmned by the QLWR chip. Data parity is 

generated oo writes to the SUIB and is passed from the sum to the internal data bus on SUIB reads. 
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2.1 .1.16 Flash EPROM 

One 512Kbyte Flash EPROM is used for the generic firmware and another one is used to load the Flex and 

the FPGA devices during the power up initialization. Both devices are 5 Volt ooly programmable devices. 

This means that the write enables to the devices should be protected by HW to prevent unintended writes. 

2.1.J .17 SBPCD and PIDB Interface 

The PCD and PIDB interface provides input/output buffering for the SBPCD signals and the PIDB 

interface used for the m-board Fast Pump Bootstrapper (BTSR) function. The PIDB interface uses a 

differeatial line receiver and line driver. The line receiver is used to translaie the differential input signals 

into TIL compatible ouq,ut signals driving the BTSR function in the 32-bit l/0 FPGA. The line driver 

translates the TIL output of the BTSR function into differentially driven PIDB output signals. 

2.1.2 Dual Link Interface · TN 1077F 

The Dual Link Interface (DLI) function consists of ooe circuit pack per MCIU3 side and provides an 

intedace to the NCT links. The DU recovers clock and data from incoming NCT links and distributes the 

resultant clocks and data to the MCIU3. In the opposiie direction, the DU receives outgoing data from the 

McnJ3. The outgoing data is then multiplexed and sourced to outgoing NCT links. In each SM. two DLis 

operate in a master/slave (active/standby) configuration. 

The DU consists of two Link Interface (LI) circuits: 

1. a clock circuit, and 

2. a control circuit 
E.ach U interfaces with me pair of NCT links (outgoing and incoming) that provide 256 time slots to and 

from the SM. Of these 256 time slots. 255 are fm voice and data paths to and from the McnJ3. and the 

remaining time slot is reserved for C<DlDlunicatioas between the AM and the SMP (this time slot is referred 

to as the message time slot). The incaning 32.768 megabit/second data stream from the NCT link enters 

the recene (RCV) cucuitry in the LI where it passes through a cloclc recovery circuit that derives a 

32. 768MHz clock from the data stream. This clock is then divided down by the RCV circuit for its own use 

and for use as a reference for the Phase Lock Loop (PLI..) in the clock circuit. The RCV circuit "frames up" 

on the inrorning data stream via a pseudo-random sequence inserted into the data stream at the sourte end 

of the NCT link. The inroroing data stream is then converted to time slots and written into a buffer circuit 

(a RAM capable of containing ooe frame fi data). 

The TSI and message interface operate from clocks derived from the output of the PLL. When time slots 

are read from. the buffer, parity is checked and regenerated. Normal voice and data time slots are sent to the 

duplex TSis via nibble busses operating at 8.192 megabits/sec. The message time slot is sent to both the 

active and standby sides of the SMP via serial data links to the Synchronous Data Link Cootroller (SDLC). 

These data links operate at 48 kilobits/sec. The message time slot select switches (955B) provide the 

capability to select ooe fi 256 time slots as the message time slot fm NCT links A or B. When the MCIU3 

is in a Remote Switching Module (RSM) mvirooment, these switcbes are removed and the message time 

slot is selected by SMP sdtware. However, in a roioiroalJy equipped RSM (two Tl lines), the switches are 

not removed, but the message time slots are forced to zero and ooe. 

In the return directim. data is selected fmn ooe of the TSis at the TSI interface and from ooe side of the 

SMP at the message intedace for transmission to the TMS via the outgoing NCT link. These time slots are 

then multiplexed to provide a full frame of 256 time slots. In the transmit (XMIT) circuit, parity is checked 
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and regenerated. The pseudo-random framing sequence that is generated in the cootrol circuit is inserted 

(one framing bit per-time-slot). Finally, the time slots are cooverted to a 32.768MHz data stream and 

transmitted avu the outgoing NCT link. 

The clock circuit selects a clock reference from one of the two Us (master mode) cr from the mate DU 

(slave mode). This selected clock is used as a refereix:e fcr the PLL which, in nun. provides a reference 

voltage to the Voltage Cootrolled Crystal Oscillator (VCXO). The output of the VCXO is a 32.768MHz 

clock that is divided by the clock circuit and distributed to the remainder of the DU mate DLI. TSI and 

SMP. 

The cootrol circuit provides cmtrol fcr the various functiODS performed by the Lis and clock circuit. &rm 

from these circuits are latched into error source registers (ESRs) that reside in the cootrol circuit. These 

cootrol registers and FSRs are accessible for writing and reading by either side of the SMP via the 

SMP-DLI cootrol interlace. This interface is a 1.875MHz serial data link. The data bits that make up the 

commarxts are clocked in by the SMP. and the C()l]]rnarxt is executed en the receptim of a "go" signal 

received ava- a separate lead from the SMP. Parity ovu address and parity over data are checked in the 

control circuit. The coatrol circuit provides a serial data link back to both sides of the SMP for read 

operations and an interrupt lead back to both sides of the SMP to indicate that an errcr conditim exists. 

Each bit of the ESR can be inhibited from causing an interrupt via ESR mask registers. 

Each DU is in a failure group separate from the rest of the MCIU3 and is powered by an board mounted 

power module (984A). The power cmverter will interface to the cootrol and display fu.octions that are 

integrated ooto the TN1077F. In a RSM environment the DLI will also include the Facilities Interface Unit 

(FIU) in its service grrup. In an Optically Remote switching Module {ORM) envirmmmt, the DU will 

also include the Traosmissim Rate Cooverter Unit (fRCU) in its service group. 

2.1.3 Time Slot lnterchllllltr/Sipal Processor· TN1086B 

The Time Slot Interchanger/Signal Processor functioo consists of ooe circuit pack (TN1086B) per MCJ1J3 

side that incorp<rates both the TSI and SP functims. An overview d. the TSI/SP operation is presented 

here: 

2.13.1 TSJ 

The primary data path delivers 512 peripheral time slots from the Dis to the RCV TSI RAM to be stored in 

consecutive order. Time slots are then translated frcm the RCV RAM and can be delivered to both DLls en 

any of the 512 network time slots. In the opposite direction 512 network time slots from the DLls are 

written consecutively into the XMlT TSI RAM. Tirne slots are then translated from the XMIT RAM 011 

chosen peripheral time slots as instructed under software control and delivered to the Dis. Any peripheral 

time slot written into the RCV TSI RAM can be read out mto multiple (up to all) netwm: time slots 

toward the DLis. 1be same fanout capability is provided by the XMIT TSI RAM. A maximum delay in 

each direction of ooe frame (125us) can be introduced by the TSI. 

Two Dis are CODDeCted to the TSI: ooe is dedicated to even TSI time slots. arxt ooe is dedicated to odd TSI 

time slots. Each DI p-ovides 256 time slots to the RCV TSI RAM. Sixteen-bit time slots in nibble format 

are sent to the TSI by the Dis (PCM. A-G, and parity). 

1be TSI transmits 16-bit time slots in nibble format to the Dls. Of the A-G bits sent to the Dis, the E-G bits 

can either be sourced from the SP or from the alternate data RAM in the TSI. The A, B. C and D bits can 

either be sowced from the SP or passed through fran the XMlT TSI RAM. All PCM data sent to the Dls 

passes through the Attenuati011 ROM. The attenuation ROM allows one of 31 values of digital loss to be 
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inserted in the PCM data path oo a per-time-slot basis. The loss values are OdB through 15dB in 0.SdB 

increments. The integrity of the data path (TSI to peripheral unit to TSI) is protected by a walking parity 

scheme administrated by the TSI that inverts the parity sense of every ninth TSI time slot. 

The TSI receives 512 time slots from the DLI via two 256 time slot nibble busses. The TSI selects which 

DLI (side O or 1) is the source of time slots to the TSI. This is accomplished by Automatic Time Slot 

Switching (AUTISS) that allows tbe TSI to switch its network data source m a per-time-slot basis between 

the active and standby sides of the system based 011 a validity marker (&bit sipeling 1:tream) in eac.b. time 

slot. If AUilSSing occurs for 256 coosecutive frames, the TSI outputs a 125us pulse that can be used to 

alert system s<itware to the switching activity. 

The TSI transmits 512 time slots toward both DLls in the MCIU3. The time slots cmsist ci sixteen bits in 

nibble format. The E bit of eecb time slot sent to the DLls is set m a per-time-slot basis via a TSI control 

RAM written by SMP software. The A-D bits of each time slot sent toward the DLis are either passed 

through from the RCV TSI RAM « sourced from a TSI control RAM. 

Two fa:ms of MODeCrioos are possible between the XMIT and RCV RAMs. The first coo.oectim allows 

intramodule paths to be set up by looping time slots on the DLI side of TSI memories. A coonectioo of this 

type will block en incoming time slot from the DLls. Tbe other cmnectioo allows intra-DLI coonectioos to 

be made. A ~tim of this type will block an incmiing peripheral time slot from reaching the RCV TSI 

RAM, but the blocked peripheral time slots will still have access to the SP and IDSU. 

The Alternate Data RAM (ADR) provides the SMP and IDSU with access to the contents of all 512 time 

slots. By means of the ADR the SMP can write coostants (e.g., idle code) to be sent to the Dis and DLis, 

end sample time slots at various points within the TSI. The ADR also provides SMP access to the E bits 

received fr<m the DLL Parity errors OD time slots received by the TSI froo1 the Dis are reported to the SMP 

via the ADR. Data stored in the ADR (e.g., tones from the WSU) can be sent to the Dis, to the RCV TSI 

RAM, or to the XMIT TSI RAM. The TSI time slots written to the ADR can be sourced 011 a per-time-slot 

basis from four different locati011S in the TSI. This permits maintenance ~ and allows time slots from 

both Dis end DUs to be sent to the IDSU. 

2.1.3.2 SP 

The SP performs bit timing 011 ell signaling and control bits received from the TSI. This bit timing is 

performed by scanning tbe data at a 3 ms rate. A time slot is COllSidered to have cbsng,"-0 to a new state 

only if the bit persists in that state for two consecutive scans. 

Hit timing is eccomplisbed by comparing data on the incoming ~lected TSI time slot with data cmtained 

in the Last Look RAM a.LR). The Ll.R coruains the values of signaling end cootrol bits from the selected 

TSI time slot during the previous 3 ms scan. Every 3 ms all 512 time slots are bit-timed and if a bit has 

remained the same for two coosecutive three-ms scans it passes the bit timing alg<X'ithm. 

The state of ell signaling and control bits received by the SP from the TSI are staed after bit timing in the 

Last Report RAM a.RR). Through the I.RR, the SMP has access to the most recent bit timed state of all 

signaling and control bits of all time slots received by the TSI from the peripheral units and all signaling 

end cootroJ bits whose state, after bit timing, has changed. The SP is also capable d staing (in a 

SMP-readable FIFO) the peripheral time slot number. 

State change ca1culatioos are based on the result of the hit timing circuit, the ignore RAM. and the LRR. 
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The ignore RAM, set by SMP software, indicates on which bits of which time slot state change reportS 

should be made. The LRR contains previously calculated states of all signaling and cmtrol bits after hit 

timing. H a new time slot bit has passed the bit timing algaithm. i.e .• has not changed during the last 3 ms. 

it is compared to the state sttted in the LRR. If a change has occurred, the I.RR is updated. If the bit being 

processed is not set to the ignae RAM and if there is a change from the state cmtained in the LRR. the 

new bit value is written into the repm FIFO. All changes for ooe time slot are collected before the FIFO is 

written. The FlFO is readable by the SMP. 

1bf. signaling and cmtrol bits (A. B, C, D, E, F, and G) are transmitted to the TSI for all 512 peripheral 

side time slots every 125us. These signaling bits are read from a 512 time slot RAM designated as the 

M RAM. The M RAM is both writable and readable by the SMP. 

2.1.3.3 TSI-SP Interface 

The TSI sends the seven signaling bits (A-G) of all 512 time slots received frooi the Dls to the Signal 

Processor. The time slots coosist of two consecutive 4-bit nibbles and are accanpanied by an 8.192-MHz 

clock and a 6 ms sync pulse. In the opposite direction, the TSI receives the seven signaling bits (A-G) from 

the SP for all 517 oitgoiug peripheral time slots. The TSI has the ability to send the E. F, and G bits from 

either the ADR or the SP to the Dis. The A through D bits are selectable as a group. They can either be 

passed through the TSI from the DLI or can be selected to be soorced by the SP. Even parity is used on the 

even time slot bytes and odd parity is used oo the odd time slot bytes. 

2.1.4 DATA INTERFACE -TN1377/fN1524 

The Data Interface (DI) function consists of two circuit packs per MCfU3 side and provides an interface 

between the TSI and various peripheral units in the SM. In a domestic application the 1Nl377 cin::uit pack 

is used. In an intematiooal application. the TN1524 will be used in place rs TN1377. This circuit pack is 

identical in functioo with the ooly difference being sourcing a different idle code bit pattern. 

In the incoming ifuectioo. the DI performs a multiplexing function by combining time slot traffic of several 

peripheral units onto a single bus for the TSI. In the outgoing direction. it demultiplexes a single bus from 

the TSI to various peripheral units. The DI cmununicates with each peripheral unit over a peripheral 

interface data bus (PIDB). Each of these busses consist of four signals: serial data in, serial data out. a 

4.096MHz clock. and an 8KHz sync. The data in and out operate at 4.096 megabits/second. carrying 

32 time slots per frame, with 16 bits per-time-slot Up to 16 PIDBs may be coonected to the DI, with each 

PIDB carrying traffic to a service group in one of the peripheral units. The DI passes data to and from the 

TSI over nibble busses. These busses operate at 8.192 megabits/second carrying 256 time slots per 125us 

frame (two DJs, each connecting 256 TSI time slots, are needed to carry traffic for the 512 time slot TSI). 

With 512 peripheral side time slots (16 PIDBs x 32 time slots) and 256 TSI side time slots, the DI can 

perform a 2: 1 coocentration function. All PIDBs operate in synchronizatioo. In the time of a single PIDB 

time slot, eight time slots are sent and received from the TSI. After a sing.le time slot from all 16 PIDBs 

has been clocked into the DI, up to eight of those are chosen (via control information received from the 

TSI) to be inserted into eight time slots to the TSI. The time slots not selected are blocked and lost. If less 
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than eight are chosen, "ls" are sent on the nibble bus to the TSI in the time slots for which no PIDB time 

slot was coonected. 

In the outgoing direction. the TSI provides eight time slots to the DI during a single PIDB time slot period. 

These eight time slots are connected. again using control information received from the TSI, to eight of the 

16 PIDBs. PIDBs not selected to receive TSI data transmit idle code to peripheral units. All eight TSI time 

slots need not be coonected to a PIDB time slot. If less than eight are to be CODDCCted to PIDBs. the control 

information mm the TSI associated with the "unused" TSI time slots inf01IDs the DI to ignore that 

inc001ing rime slot. All UD5Clcc1Cd PIDBs transmit idle code. In this case. m<R than eight will do so. 

In additioo to the nibble bus in and out of the DI from the TSI. the DI also receives from the TSI an 

8.192MHz clock, an 8KHz sync pulse. four address leads, a board select lead, and two leads used for 

diagnostics. The 8.192MHz clock provi~ all the timing for processes internal to the DI; it is used also to 

generate the 4.0%MHz clock for the peripheral units. The 8KHz sync pulse p-operly synchronizes the DI 

to the network and generates the sync pulse to peripheral units. The address leads indicate. on a 

per-time-slot basis, to which PIDB a given TSI time slot is to connect The address is used by the DI both 

for the TSI-to-PIDB demultiplex function. and for the PIDB-to-TSI multiplex operation. The board-select 

lead informs the DL again m a per-time-slot basis. whether to connect the TSI time slot to the PIDB. as 

determined by the address, or to igna'e that time slot and make no connectim to it. The diagnostic leads 

are used to loop data received from the TSI lb.rough the DI circuit and bid to the TSI. These leads also 

provide the capability d. having the DI loop id1e code back to the TSI rather than the received TSI data. 

Maintmaoce of the DI, as well as of the PIDB and parts of the peripheral units. is performed by the TSI by 

means of the walking parity scheme. 

2.1.5 CONTROL INTERFACE· UN71C 

The Control Interface (0) function coosists of one/two cucuit paclc(s) per MCIU3 side and provides an 

interface between the SMP and various peripheral units for control information. This interface is called a 

Peripheral Interface Control Bus (PICB). Up to 23 PICBs are available with each a. Either me or two 

Os may be equipped in the Mcru3 thereby. providing a maximum of 46 PICBs. Each PICB contains five 

twisted-wire pairs that carry clock, output data, input data. SMP select infmnation. and peripheral unit 

SCIVice requests. 

The a to SMP interface is through the Sub-Unit Interface Bus (SUJB). This bus is a parallel, 16-bit 

bidirectional data bus with a 6-bit ad~s bus. The a contains several registers that are accessible by the 

SMP through this bus. The a pe.rforms four functims for the SMP: 

1. Permits the SMP to write 16 bits of information to a peripheral unit register (maximum of 

256 ~tinatioo registers). 

2. Permits the SMP to read 16 bits of information from a peripheral unit register (maximum of 

256 source registus). 

3. Receives. latches. and reports service requests from peripheral units. 

4. Detects and reports O operatiooal errors. 

The O reads and writes peripheral registers through. an exchange of serial me~ over the PICB. A 

distribute operatioo writes 16 bits of data into a peripheral unit destination register. A scan operatioo reads 

16 bits of data fum a peripheral unit source register. 
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The SMP will initiate all scan and distribute operatloos. In all scan and distribute operatioos. the peripheral 

unit will send a reply message back to the a. In the reply message there is a 3-bit All Seems Well (ASW) 

code. These bits are used to report errors detected by the peripheral unit. If en-ors are detected during a 

scan or distribute m-der by either the a or a peripheral unit. the emr will be reported by lat.clung a bit in 

the error source register. The interrupt lead to the SMP will beccme active if an emr occurs, the ability to 

inhibit this interrupt oo a per-PICB basis is provided. 

In additioo to perf onning scan and distribute orders, the a reports peripheral unit service requests by 

latcbing an active state on the PICB interrupt lead into the interrupt source registers. Inhibit registers 

(IaDote intemipt inhibit registers) are provided such that these service requests may be handled by 

intcmJpts or polling. 

The UN71C differs mm its predecessors by having a "multiscan" functionality which scans all 23 PICB's 

simultaneously. This capability is not supported in the MCIU3 environment 

2.1.6 PACKET INTERFACE/2 • TN1042/UN395 

The Packet Interface (PI/2) function coosists of ooe circuit pack per MCIU3 side and provides an interface 

between the Mcn.J3 and the Packet Switch Unit (PSU). The PSU implements Integrated Services Digital 

Network (ISDN) capabilities on the 5ESS Switch. The main function of the PI is to buffer signaling packets 

between the PSU Protocol Handlers (PHs) via the Packet Bus (PB) and the MCIU3 via the SUIB. 

Resident on the PI is circuitry that interlaces to the sum and a Port Processor (PP). which transmits and 

receives packets between the MCIU3 and PHs. The PP design is common to the PI and PH. The signaling 

packets are FIFO buffered in a lM byte dual pert memory of the PP circuitry. The PP controls Port A of the 

dual port memory and transfers the signaling packets across the PB. Port B of the dual pert memory 

,. transf~ signaling packets to/from the MCIU3 over the Sum. 

2.1.6.l Packet Interface Model 2 - UN395 

The PI2 is essentially an P.nhanced version of the PI with improved performance and the ability to support 

multiple PSU/PSU2 complexes. The PSU2 has been developed for improved packets throughput for 

existing PSU features (ISDN). and for a feature for wireless referred to as Code Division Multiplexed 

Access (CDMA). The PI2 is architectonically the same as the PI and provides the basic PI function which is 

to buffer signaling packets between the PSU/PSU2 and the MCIU3. 

The current PI supports one lOMbps PSU complex. The PI2 can support up to two PSU complexs at a 

lOMbps packet bus rate (PSU) or at a 100.MBps packet bus rate (PSU2). The PI2 provides the bufferin& of 

signaling packets between the PSU complexes (PSU. PSU2) via the packet bus (PB) and from the MCIU3 

via the Sum. Resident oo the PI2 is a 68040 based core design which administers the 

transmission/receiving ci signaling packets to/frrm the PSUs via PBMAC devices and the arbitration ci the 

sending receiving packets to the MCIU3 via a lM byte FIFO Dual port static RAM. 

2.1. 7 LOCAL DIGIT AL SER VICE UNIT - TN833 

The Local Digital Service Unit (lDSU) function coosists of ooe circuit pack per MCIU3 side and provides 

tme decoding, tone generation. voice path assurance and other features. The IDSU is implemented on one 
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citcuit called the Digital Service Circuit (DSQ. Four slots in the MCI1J3 are reserved fa DSCs: each 

positim represents a service group with the ability to provide a combinatioo of all of these features. 

Initially. only two service groups will be used. The LDSU operates in a load-shared coofiguratioo. rather 

than in an active-stmdby mode. This means that each in-service board will handle a portion of the load. If 

two boards are active and ooe of these should fail. the capacity to perform LDSU features is deaeased by 

fifty percent 

Each service group bas a separate interface to the TSI and the a. The interface to the TSI is via the IDSU 

Bus (LDSUB). This interface is functionally the same as a PIDB however. the data m the IDSUB has 

direct access to the TSI and does not pass through the DI. Data. typically PCM tones, and signaling bits are 

transmitted in ~ directioos over the IDSUB. while clock and sync are only transmitted to the IDSU. 

The interface to the a is through a standard PICB. It carries the control and status infmnation fa the 

board and also provides the path used to download the resident software from the SMP to the DSC. 

The IDSU is one of many functions which may be overlaid on the flexible architecture of the DSC. The 

major functional compooents of the design are: 

• Logical Process« (LP) 

• Memory 

• Unified Control Interface (UO) 

• Serial Data Interf.:e (SDI) 

• Digital Signal Processor (DSP) 

The DSC may be viewed as a multi-processa system where the LP. an Intel 80188. provides the logical 

control for the board and acllestrates the actions of the DSPs. The architecture of the DSPs is particularly 

suited to the tasks of perfmning the algorithms needed to provide digital services. The LP determines what 

jobs need to be accomplished, typically per a requests from the SMP. then coofigures the DSPs to fulfill 

those requests. The LP is also respmsible for performing audits and checks of both the hardware and 

software m the board. 

The LP executes programs stored in 256K. bytes of DRAM while the DSPs execute programs out of 4K 

bytes of oo-chip RAM. The DRAM address range is divided into four write-protectable regions. On 

memory writes, parity is generated over seven bits of address and eight bits of data and stored in a single 

256K x I DRAM. When the data is read from the memory. the parity is again generated and then checked 

against what had previously been staed. Parity and write-protect errors are reported to the SMP and the LP 

through the ua. 

The primary functioo of the UO is that of a control interface. It provides error reporting and 

communicatioo between the DSC and the SMP through the PICB. It is the sowce of interrupts to the SMP 

for peripheral service requests. This is ac.complished through several maskable sources conlributing to a 

single summary scan register. The summary scan register is sixteen bits wide; eight bits req~t normal 

service and eight bits indicate detected errors. It include mailboxes and FIFOs for message passing. The 

mailbox consists cl. a RAM and a set of maskable mailbox flags. Using these, the SMP may communicate 

bi-directionally with the LP in a synchronous manner. The FIFOs consist cl. two FIFO cootrollers used to 

read and write first-in-first-out buffers in the UO RAM. This provides asyochronous communication 

between the SMP and the LP. A fault insertion register is provided for maintenance. 

Two SDI devices are used m the DSC. The SOis are essentially micro-time-multiplexed-switches. They 
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provide the interface between the DSC and the TSI through the lDSUB. They provide data paths between 

the DSPs and the TSI. The SOis transmit and receive thirty-two time slots of data fr001 each DSP and the 

TSl The column of multiplexers respoosible for switching the data is cootrolled by an internal RAM 

which is accessible ooly to the LP. When the LP assigns a DSP to a task it must be able to direct the data to 

or fr001 that DSP. 

The DSC peiforms complex functions as a whole. but it may be viewed as a set of individual pieces each 

performing a more specific and straight-forward task. There is a control processor. a set of 

number-cruoching DSPs. a bank of memory and its associated cootrol. and finally the cootrol and data 

interfaces. 

2.1.8 POWER CONTROUDISPLA V - TN1424rI'Nl42S 

2.1 .8.1 Functional Requirements 

The SBPCD can be broken down into the 17 subfunctions listed below: 

• Power Supply 5 V. 150W (IN1424) 

Power Supply 5 V. 150 Wand 3.3 V. 33 W (TN1425). 

• Converter Control Interface. 

• Converter/Fuse Alarm Interface - In additim to making use of the existing interface provided in all 

affected units. the SBPCD must provide an interface to detect and report unequipped converter(s). 

• Scan Points Interface - The scan points interface must be eoo1patible with the TIL interface used in the 

SM and the SCSDC Interface used in the IOP. 

• Distribute Point Interface - The distribute point interface must be compatible with the TIL interface 

used in the SM and the SCSDC Interface used in the IOP. 

• Request In Progress. 

• Out Of Service. 

• Mate Power Fail Interface. 

• Power Fail/Manual Off Control. 

• Manual Override Control. 

• Request Out Of Service/Request Restore. 

• Periphery Fuse Alarm Interface. 

= Diagnostic Control. 

• Auto Power Restart. 

• SM2000 auto power shutdown. 

• Low voltage detection -48V. 

• RSM stand-alooe and sanity lamps interface. 
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2.1 .8.2 Software Interfaces 

The SBPCD has three distribute points used for software control of the OOS-LED. RQIP-LED. and 

diagnostics. 

Setting any of the distribute points to a "1" activates the respective function. When the RQIP. 00S, and 

diagnostic distribute points are all set to a "1 ". the Diagnostic. W. X. Y. and Z scan points are forced to the 

off-normal state. Clearing any one of the distribute points causes the scan points to return to their original 

state. 

2.1.8.3 Converter/Fuse Alarm Detection 

The state of an external cooverter (oo/off) is indicated by a relay contact located within the converter 

(contact open indicates converter on. cmtact closed indicates cooverter off). 

An interlock loq, is provided to detect a missing external converter. The interlock loop starts at the lNT 

terminal, which has -48V source on it, goes to each external converter which complete the path with two 

terminals shorted together inside the external converter, and return to the IN1R terminal, which is 

connected to -48RTN. The interlock loq, therefcwc grounds terminal INT when all converters are present 

and allows -48V to be at INT when one or men external converters are missing. 

A fuse failure results in a -48V source being applied to the fuse alarm bar located in the fuse block. The 

fuse alarm bar is also connected to the SBPCD alarm input The fuse alarm for the SMC cabinet equipment 

is coonected to the ALARM terminal. 

2.1.8.4 Scan Points Interface 

2.1.8.4.1 Mate Power Fail Scan Point 

The presence of -48V on the SBPCD alarm input activates a scan point to be used for the force active 

function in an SM. 

2.1.8.4.2 Extra Scan Point 

An extra scan point is provided that is activated in case the signal "EXIN" is tied to -48V via a resistor. 

2.1 .8.5 Converter Control lnterface 

Maintaining a connection between control leads RS2 and RS3 keeps the on-board and external converter(s) 

(if present) in the power up state. 

2.1 .8.6 Out Of Service (OOS) 

Activating the 00S distribute point operates the 00S-LFD. In additim. activating the 00S distribute 

point bypasses the MOR-SWITCH allowing manual power down <i converters using ooly the OFF

SWITCH and disables the V scan point preventing a manual power off from activating the scan point. 

Releasing the 00S distribute point extinguishes all 00S-LEDs, enables the V scan point, and .re.quires 

MOR be used with OFF to manually power down a converter. 

The MOR-SWITQI must be used with the OFF-SWITOI to manually power down an SBPCD failure 
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group that does not have it's OOS-LFDs active. Manually powering down a failure group in such a state 

activates the V scan point Once activated, the V scan point is released by depressing the ON-SWITCH. 

2.1 .8.7 Periphery Fuse Alarm Interface 

A periphery fuse failure results in a -48V sowre being applied to the fuse alarm bar in the fuse block. 

2.1 .8.8 Auto Power Restart 

The Auto Power Recovery (APR) is an optimable requirement since the US market is not allowed to have 

hardware au~startable. For the International market, particularly where AC power is unreliable or battery 

power reserve is exhausted, the auto recovery feature is required. Therefore, auto recovery is a requirement 

for Intematimal markets, but must be an option for the US market. To be compliant. boch the hardware and 

software are required to automatically recover to specifications after -48Vdc power is restored following a 

major power outage. A major power outage is a state in which commercial AC power is not present, office 

battery is in deep discharge, and backup (diesel) power is not available. This feature also provides 

autanatic recovery for short duration, transient power losses, possibly due to exchange technician eJTors. If 

primary power (-48V) falls below 39V the following takes place: 

• All on-board converter(s) and external converter(s) (if present) are powered down. The OFF-LED and 

ALM-LFD are both lighted. 

If primary power (-48V) rises above 39V the following takes place: 

• All on-hoard converter(s) and external converter(s) (if present) will start immediately. If after one 

second an alarm is still present all cooverter(s) are shut down. 

2.1 .8.9 On-board Converter Control 

A circuitry was made to avoid a voltage gap between the 3.3V and 5V. exceeding 4 Volts. In case the 

OFF-SWITCH (and MOR-SWITCH if required) is depressed or an on-board power converter alarm 

becomes active the on-board power converters are triggered to shutdown. In case of a short current of the 

3.3V the on-board power converters are switched off, but no guarantee can be given concerning the 

difference in voltage between the 3.3V and 5V output voltage remains <=4V. Also it is not possible to start 

the power modules in case the lever-switch is not in the right position. 

2.1 .8.10 Over-Current Control and Power Modules 

2.1 .8.10.J 5V Power Converter 

The 5V is delivered by a FE200-series Power Module; de-de converters; 48V de inpul The module is 

capable of supplying 5V, 200W but due to derating the TN1424 is capable to supply 5V. 150\V. The output 

voltage is adjusted to 5.1 V in <X'der to compensate fix a possible voltage drop between SBPCD and the 

consuming cards. The sense leads of the power modules are connected to the output voltage of the power 

module at the backplane. So the voltage drop across the coonector will be oompeosated. 

2.1.8.10.2 3.3V Power Converter 

The 3.3V is delivered by a FE200-series Power Module; de-de converters; 48Vdc input The module is 

capable d supplying 3.3V, 200W but due to derating and lack of backplane pins the 1Nl425 is capable to 

supply 3.3V, 33W. The output voltage is adjusted to 3.4V in order to compensate for a possible voltage 
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drop between SBPO) and the consuming cards. The sense leads of the power modules are connected to the 

output voltage of the power module at the backplane. So the voltage drop aaoss the coonector will be 

canpensated. 

2.1 .8.10.3 Over-Current Control 

The current prograrnroing for the SV and the optional 3.3V are combined in one circuit. This cucuit 

measures the total delivered current. In this situation only ooc current programming resistor, which reflects 

the total coosumed current (3.3V and SV current), is needed on the consuming circuit packs. In case mCR 

than the programmed current is consumed the 5V and the optional 3.3V on-board conveners are shut down. 

2.J.8.11 Alarm Detection and Converter Interface 

A circuitry is made to detect a fault in the output voltage/current <i the SBPCD. In case signal "ONINV" is 

activated f« ooe second. a mo:nentary coonectioo is established between converter cootrol leads RS 1 and 

RS2 (for ooe second) causing the oo-board coaverter(s) and external converter(s) (if present) to power up. 

However in case after ooe secoad an alarm is still present. the on-board cooverter(s) and external 

converter(s) (if present) are turned off. The RSl and RS2 c.onnection can support a minimum of 195 m.A. 

2.1.8.12 RSM Stand-alone and Sanity lamps Interface 

In case signal "ONINV" is activated for one second. a momentary connection is established between 

converter control leads RSl and RS2 (f« ooe second) causing the on-board converter(s) and external 

converter(s) (if present) to power up. However in case after one second an alarm is still present, the oo

board converter(s) and external converter(s) (if present) are tumed off. This circuit inlerfaces between the 

coreboard and the RSM control monitor display circuit which provides both a stand-alone and a sanity 

indicator. This circuit was copied from the UN516B and f« that reasoo there is no looger the need to 

supply the coreboard with -48V. A scan point is provided to inform the system software that a low battery 

condition exists. The detector is activated in case the -48V power is below the level cL 44 volts. In that case 

the LOW-SCR is no looger triggered and is deactivated. Also a cilcuit is pre.sent which detects the 39 

Volts level. ff the -48V power is below that 1evel the oo-board power convetter(s) and the extemal 

converter(s) (if present) are switched off. 

2~ EXTERNAL INTERFACES 

In SD-5D536-01 external interfaces consist of cables cmnecting MCI1J3 functions to other SESS 

e;quipment and are referenced as CAD 1 with individual element identifiers. 

l.l.i Uaer Intervention Interface 

This interface is used when the MCTU3 is used in a RSM environment. The element identifiers AC and DY 

of CAD 1 are the interconnections between the SMP and the Multi Module RSM (MMRSM) alarm and 

status unit (ED..5D586-01). The MMRSM alarm and status unit allows the following User operatioos of the 

SMP: 

• Fcxce either side of the SMP active. 

• Mooitor the status of ccmmunication between the RSM and the host by indicating the state of the links 

between them. 
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• Moo.itor the status of the SMP by indicating the current state of sanity in each processor. 

2.2.2 DLI Control and Display Interface 

In a RSM environment, the FlU will become part of the DLI service group via cables installed at the 

locatioos specified in element identifier DI and IF of CAD 1. In an ORM envirmment. the TRCU will 

become part of the DU service group via cab.les installed at the locatioos specified in element identifier DI 

and IF ci CAD 1. In a SM envirooment. 982JJ shorting bergs will replace these cables to provide a path 

from the DU ca1vener back to its ccmtrol and display functioos. 

2.2.3 DLI Fuse Alarm Interface 

The DLI fuse alarm interface cmsists of signals between the DU alarm c.izcuitry. FFU and the CS 1 circuit 

pack ri the SMP. The interface is used to monitor blown fuses. When a DU 70-type indicator fuse is 

blown. the fuse cODDeCtS -48 volts to a signal used to light a red alarm LED 011 the FFU, the cabinet be7.el 

and m the DU circuit pack. The DU alarm circuitry informs the SMP of the fuse alarm through two scan 

points. The SMP monitors the scan points and will take apJXOPriate recovery actioos if they become active. 

The SMP can lest continuity of the DU fuse alarm circuitry and its connection to the FRJ through a 

cunbinatim of three distribute points. The element identifiers in CAD 1 for DLI fuse alarms are DH and 

1E. 

2.2.4 Revertin Pull!line Interface 

If the SM is equipped for revertive pulsing the DSC circuit packs are removed from the MCnJ3 and a 

Digital Service Unit (DSU) is installed in the SM. The MffiJ3 DSC slots are cabled to the DSU. The 

element identifiers in CAD 1 for DSU cabling are DQ, DR, OS, DT, JP, IQ. IR, ans IS. 

2.2.5 Fan Unit Scan and Distribute Interface 

A fan failure is reported to the SMP through a scan point from the Six-Fan Unit to the SBCORE circuit 

pack. When a fan fails a scan lead becones active and is used to light a red the Six-Fan Unit and a yellow 

alarm I.FD oo the cabinet bez-el. The SMP mooitors this scan point and will take appropriate recovery 

actioos if the scan point becomes active. A fan alarm can be retired by SMP software using a distribute 

point or by manually through a push buttoo located on the rear of the Six-Fan Unit The Six-Fan Unit scan 

and distribute interface appears in element identifier AA and OW of CAD 1. 

2.2.6 MCTU3 Controller Fuae Alarm Interface 

The controller fuse alarm interface consists ci signals between SBPO> alarm cin;uitry and the fFU. The 

interface is used to mmitor blown fuses. When a MCTIJ3 controller 70-type indicator fuse is blown, the 

fuse connects -48 volts to this signal used to light a red alarm LED oo the FFlJ, the cabinet bezel and on the 

SBPCD circuit pack. The mate SMP monitors the scan points and will take aPJX'Ol)riate recovery actions if 

they become active. The SMP also monitors fuse alarms from peripheral units through Z scan point. The 

SMP monitors the Z scan point and will take appropriate recovery actioos if it becomes active. The SMP 

can test continuity ci the MCIU3 comroller and peripheral fuse alarm circuitry and its CODDeetioo to the 

FFlJ through a combinatioo of three distribute points. The element identifiers in CAD 1 for controller fuse 

alarms are AB and DX. 
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2.2.7 Peripheral Interlace Data Bus (PIDB) 

A PIDB provides the physical link for PCM data between the DI and any coonected peripheral unit. h 

coosists of four balanced. differentially driven. RS422 compatible, twisted wire pairs. The PIDB carries 

4.0% megabit/secood serial data from the DI to the peripheral units. a 4.0CJ6MHz clock and 8KHz sync to 

the peripheral units. and 4.096 megabit/second serial data to the DI from the peripheral units. The twisted 

pair carrying data from the periphery is terminated at the D1 

The 4.0CJ6MHz clock has a 244-ns period. The duty cycle of the clock. excluding this +-20 ns is 50% +-5%. 

The 8KHz sync is a normally high signal ("l" state) that pulses low for me 4.0IJ6MHz clock period every 

125us. The peripheral units should clock PIDB data in from the DI on the falling edge of the 4.096MHz 

clock, and clock data out onto the PIDB on the rising edge d that clock. 

During the sync pulse. the peripheral should clock PIDB time slot No. 29, bit 7 in from the PIDB on the 

negative edge of the 4.096MHz clock and clock out PIDB time slot No. 31. bit 15 ooto the PIDB using the 

positive edge of the clock. Note the 2 l/2 ns time slot skew between incoo>ing and outgoing informatim -

this is caused by the skew required by the TSI and DI to perform their functions. 

A peripheral unit iavice g:rwp will receive a PIDB from each side of the duplex MCflJ3. In a fully 

operatiooal SM, data will flow over both PIDBs. Using control information received from the SMP via the 

a. the peripheral unit will select only one PIDB from which to receive informatioo. However. it will 

transmit the same data back over both PIDBs. The skew of the two PIDB clocks received from the duplex 

SM can be up to +-60 ns. 

The elements identifiers of PIDB interfaces in CAD 1 are: CC. CD. CE. ~. CG. CH, a. CJ. CK. a... CM. 

CN. CO. CP. CQ. CR, CS, CT. CTJ. CV. CW. CX. CY. CZ. DA. DB. DC. DD. DE. DF. DG. FY, GA, GB. 

GC. GD. GE, GF. GG. GH. GI. GJ. GK. GL. GM. GN. GO. GP. GQ. GR. GS. GT. GU. GV. GW. GX, GY. 

GZ. IA. m, IC. and ID. 

2.l.8 Peripheral Interlace Control Bus (PICB) 

A PICB consists of 5 balanced, differential driven. RS422 compatible, twisted pairs. The clock pair carries 

a 2.048MHz gated clock signal to the peripheral units. The data out pair carries serial information to the 

peripheral units from the a. The data in pair carries serial data from the peripheral units to the a. The 

select pair cames signaling information which is used to select the active side a and the interrupt pair 

transmits service requests from the peripheral units to the a. 

Although the cab1e length of the PICB may vary. it bas a maximum limit of 20 ft. Data is to be gated in and 

out of the peripheral unit on the negative edge of the clock. To avoid a timeout error. the reply must be 

received by the a within 21.Sus from the first clock pulse. 

The elements identifiers of PICB interfaces in CAD 1 are: AE. AF, AG. AH. AI, AJ. AK. AL. AM. AN. 

AO. AP. AQ, AR, AS. AT. AU. AV, AW, AX. AY. AZ. BA. BB. BC, BD. BE. BF. BG. BH. Bl BJ. BK. 

BL, BM. BN. BO, BP. BQ, BR. BS. BT. BU. BV. BW. BX. BY. BZ. EA. EB, EC, ED, EE. EF. EG, EH. 

El. FJ. FK. EL. EM. EN, EO. FP. F.Q. ER. ES. Er, EU. EV. EW. EX. EY. EZ. FA. FB, FC, FD. FE. FF. 

FG, FH. FL FJ. FK, FL. FM. FN. FO, FP. FQ. and FR. 
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2.2.9 Packet Switch Unit (PSU/PSUl) Interface 

The PB is a duplexed bus coonecting the PI/PI2 to the PSU or PSU2 complex. A PI only suppcns a 

lOMbps PB. whereas the PI2 supportS both lOMbps and lOOMbps PBs. The following paragraphs describe 

the lOMbps and 100 Mbps paclcet bus interface. For the lOMbps interface six differentially balanced 

signals are used: 

(a) Clear To Send 

(b) Transmit/Receive Data 

(c) Request To Send 

(d) Receive Oock 

(e) Transmit Oock 

(f) Carrier Sense 

For IOMbps communication, the PSU provides the receive clock which is looped on the PI/Pl2 back to the 

PSU (transmit clock). If the PI/PI2 is transmitting a signaling packet to the PSU. the PI/PI2 will issue a 

request to send. The PSU respmds by sending carrier sense and clear to send and the PJ/PI2 transmits the 

signaling packet. If the PSU is transmitting signaling packets to the PIJPl2. the PSU sends carrier sense and 

receive data are sent to the PI/PI2. 

For the lOOMbps interface eight differentially balanced signals are used: 

(a) CJear To Send 

(b) Two - Transmit/Receive Data 

(c) Receive Oock 

(d) Transmit Oock 

(e) Carrier Sense 

For 1 OOMbps communication. the PSU2 provides the receive clock which is looped on the PI2 back to the 

PSU2 (transmit clock). If the PI2 is transmitting a signaling packet to the PSU2, the PI2 will issue a request 

to send. The PSU2 respoods by sending clear to send and the PI2 transmits the signaling packet. H the 

PSU2 is transmitting signaUng pldets to the Pl2. the PSU2 sends receive data to the Pl2. 

The elements identifiers of the PSU interface in CAD 1 are: BW. BX. BY. BZ. FS, FT. FU. and FV. 

2.2.10 DLI-TRCU Interface 

This interface is used when the MCJ1.J3 is in an ORM environment The four NCT links between the 

TR.CU and the DU's are implemented with a short (less than 2 feet) shielded. twisted pair cable. The NCT 

to D3 Rate Converter (NDRC) cucuit pack in the TRCTJ produces an 8KHz reference signal by dividing 

down the ioooming 45 MHz clock. This signal is sent to the DLI to be used as a reference fer its phase 

locked loop. Each d the four NDRC circuit packs provides an 8Kllz reference signal with only one being 

selected by the two DLI's. In the NDRC circuit pack those references not selected are synchronized to the 

reference that is selected. 

Two leads from its associated D11 provide an indication to an NDRC circuit pack whether its reference has 

been selected as the phase locked loop input One of these leads indicates whether a particular DU is 
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master or slave, and the other indicates whether the A or B link is being used as a reference. The NDRC 

circuit pack also produces an out-of-frame output. This output indicates whether the NDRC circuit pack can 

frame up oo the incoming 45 Mb/s signal. This signal is sent to the DLI where it is used to fm:e the phase 

locked loop to free run if the 8KHz signal to which it is locking is produced by a clock derived frmn a 

bit-stream that the NDRC circuit pack can not frame up on. The power cootrol and display function for the 

power conveners in the TRCTJ is JXOVided by the power control and display circuitry in the DLl's. 

2.2.11 Fiber Optic NCT Unk Interface 

This .intaface is used when the McnJ3 is in a SM. TRM or RSM environment The serial data received 

and transmitted over the NCT links is at a 32.768MHz rate. The DU will track the received serial data up to 

+-[KHz d. dJP-0001ioal frequency (+-32 PPM). F.ach frame coosists of 256 16-bit time slots. Bits O through 

7 are PCM data bits in the 255 voice and data time slots. Bits A through E are signaling bits. The G bit is 

the bit J><mtioo into which the pseudo-randooi framing sequence is inserted. The F bit is toggled at the 

beginning of each frame and is used for fault detectioo in the DLI-TMS interface. The P bit is such that the 

16 bits of the time slot have odd parity. In the message time slot. bits O through 5 arc the data bits that 

contain data ta'from the SMP; bit 7 is the CPI bit 

The fiber optic NCT links f« the SM and RSM appear in element identifier IT. ru. IV. IW, IX, IY, JZ, and 

JA of CAD 1. The fiber optic NCT Links fm the Two Mile Optically Remote Switching Module (TRM) 

appear in e.lement identifier DM, DN, DO. DP, D. IK. IL. and IM of CAD!. 

l.2.12 DLI External Clock Enable 

There is a cable that can bring in an external clock to the DLls in APR or non-APR applicatioos. The 

element identifiers of the enable are DL and II. 

l.2.13 DLI Time Slot Selection Switches 

Each DU has two message time slot registers for the A and B NCT links. Each message time slot register 

has two modes e1 operation: software ixogrammable and backplane programmable. The backplane 

programmable mode is seJected by plugging 955B message time slot select switches ooto the MCIU3. The 

backplane switches ground the message address enable lead allowing the switches to indicate an 8-bit 

binary number corresponding to the NCT link time slot used for transmitting messages to and fran the 

SMP and AM. After the switches arc removed. the address enable lead is pulled high and the message time 

slot number can be programmed by the SMP writing to the message time slot address registers f1 the DLl 

Tb,P. elernetm identifiers of the DU Tune Slot Selection Switches are DJ. DK. IG, and Ill. 

2.2.14 Ethernet Interface 

There is an optiooal interface between the SBCORE and the F.theroet Paddle board. which provides a "Thin 

Ethernet" as specified in IEEE 802.3 10BASE2 standard. The Ethernet Interface board is a paddle board of 

the 982 type (982AAH) and is located at the back m the MCI1J3 backplane at the lowa- part m the 

connector m the core board KBNl 7 (row 300 and 400). The board contains one coaxial :Ethernet CODDCCtioo 

that in~rfaces with the MC68360 QUICC communications controller at the Core board The elements 

identifiers m Ethernet Paddle board interfaces in CAD 1 are AD and DZ. 
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2.2.15 Ftaturt Enablt Straps 

Auto-Power Restart (APR) is enabled for the SMP and DLl via shorting straps (switch). The elements 

identifiers of APR enable interfaces in CAD 1 are CA and FW. 

Additiooal features such~ Administrative Work Station (AWS). RSM. Tl - 30 channel or 24 channel. and 

undefined futum features are enabled via sh<rting straps (switch). The elements identifiers of Additional 

features enable interfaces in CAD 1 are CB and FX. 

2.2.16 CPI loterfact 

A CPI Paddle board (982YN) translates the messages sent over the RS232 message interface into CPI 

canpatible me.uages for termination in the MCIU3. The paddle board physically mounts in the baclcplane 

of the MCIU3 unit and directly drives the CPI interface on the SBCORE circuit pack. The CPI paddle 

board is fully duplex. i.e. 1 paddle board per MCIU3 side. and uses a separate RS232 interface fc.-each of 

the paddle boards. The interface between the CPI and MCIU3 is cross coupled allowing a paddle board to 

transmit a CPI message to both MCTIJ3 sides. The paddle board will use a resident 87C51 Microcomputer 

to translate the RS232 messages into a>I messages for transmission into the MCIU3. The elements 

identifiers of (]>I Paddle board interfaces in CAD 1 are DU. DV. IN. and IO. When the Q>I Paddle board is 

not used. 982.ET shorting Berg connectors are populated in element identiners DU and IN. 

2.3 INTERNAL INTERFACES 

In SD-5D536-01 intema1 interfaces cODSist of backplane wiring. All aoss-coupled interfaces (signals 

between side O and 1) are connected internal to the backplane. 

2.3.1 SMP Sub-Unit lottrfact Bus 

The Sub-Unit Interface Bus (SUIB) is used as the SMP control interface to the sub-units (TSL SP, 0. PI). 

The SUIB is not cross-coupled to both MCIU3 sides. It utilizes a 16-bit bidirectional data bus and a 6-bit 

address bus. Parity leads are used to provide error cbecking over address and data. The data bus has two 

bidirectional parity leads one each for the low byte and high byte of data. The parity is computed such that 

the sum of bits set to a logic one in each byte (including the parity bit) is even. One parity lead is used for 

the addre.15 bus. Odd parity is calculated over the address bus, i.e., the sum of bits set to a logic ooe 

(including the parity bit) is odd. 

The SUIB has five control leads. Two of these, the read 811d write signals. are shared by all sub-units. These 

two signals distinguish between read and write operatioos to a sub-unit and are used by the selected sub

unit to gate the data to/from the data bus. The other three cootrols are board select. ready, and intemJpt. 

Each individual sub-unit has separate board select. ready, and interrupt leads. The board select lead enables 

the desired sub-unit. the ready lead allows the sub-unit to extend the SMP bus cycle for sub-units with 

slower respoase time, and the Interrupt lead allows the sub-unit to interrupt the SMP. In addition, the Os 

receive a lead called SMP ACfN that is used to force the Select wire pair in the PICB on the non-active side 

to a nonconductive state. 

2.3.2 SMP-DU Mt91a1t Iottrfact 

The SMP-DU message interface consist of two cross-coupled 48 kilobits/sec X.25 message links and a 

Central Processor Intervention ((]>I) link. 
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The message time slot is extracted from the NCT link by the DLI and parity is then generated over the six 

bits of data. The generated parity and message time slot data is sent to the Synchronous Data Link 

Ccmtroller (SDLC) in both sides of the SMP over separate data leads. At the same time. the Central 

Processor Intervention (CPI) bit is sent to the a>I gate arrays in both sides of the SMP. Two clocks are sent 

to both sides of the SMP from the clock circuit in the DU. These clocks are used by the SMP to clock the 

received message time slot data and parity into the SDLCs. In the return direction, the SMP uses these 

clocks, provided by the DU, to clock data and parity to the DLI. Each DU cootai.os a message interface to 

and from both sides of the duplex SMP. 

2.3.3 SMP-DU Control Interface 

The SMP cmtrols the DU through a cross-coupled interface and consists of six signals. A module 

processor active lead originates from the SMP to indicate which side is sending corornands to the DU. A 

modu1e processor read/write lead comes from the SMP to cootrol when a read or write carnrnand is 

executed by the DLL A 1.875MHz clock is sent by the SMP along with serial data that specifies the 

rornrnaod to be executed. The entire write operation is specified in a serial 16-bit command in which the 

first eight bits contain the data to be written. followed by a spare bit and a parity bit for the eight bits of 

data. The next bit is an operation bit specifying a write operation. followed by the parity bit for the address 

and four address bits that specify the register to be written. During a read operatioo. ooly six bits are sent by 

the SMP to specify the command. The first bit is the operation bit specifying the read operatioo. followed 

by the address parity and the four address bits that determine the register to be read. Following the 

execution of the read command as initiated by the module processor go signal. eight bits of data plus ooe 

parity bit (parity over the data) are sent back to both sides of the SMP oo separate signal leads with the 

results of the read operation.. An interrupt lead indicating that error cmditioos exist in the FSRs of the DU 

are also a part of the SMP-DU cmtrol iotedace. The interrupt signal is asynchronous to the SMP and have 

D(\ specified timing relatiooship. 

2.3.4 TSI-DU Interface 

The TSI and DLI interface with one another through cross-coupled 4-bit nibble buses. The TSI transmits 

the 512 time slots to both DLis io the Mcro3. In the opposite direction, the TSI provides a switch. set 

under SMP control. to select 512 time slots from one of the two DUs. This provision allows the TSI to be 

configured to receive its time slots from the active DLI. and under normal (no fault) cmditioos, to switch 

between the two DLis. on a per-time-slot basis, without introducing data errors. The interface coosists of 

two 256 time slot busses to and from each DU. Each bus transmits 16-bit words made up d. four 

consecutive 4-bit nibbles. The parity bit is set such the sum of bits (including parity) set to a logic ooe is 

odd. Each DU supplies the TSI with an 8.192-Mlh clock. an 8KHz sync pulse. and a 6 ms sync pulse in 

additioo. to data. The TSI is required to perform an error free switch when selecting a DLI timing source. To 

accomplish this switch the maximum DU clock skew between the duplicated DLis can not exceed 20 nsec. 

2.3.5 TSI-DI Interface 

The intedace between the TSI and the DI consists of a nibble bus in each direction canyiog call traffic. 

control information from the TSI to the DI. clock. and sync. The TSI-DI iotedace is not cross-coupled to 

both MCI1J3 sides. Two Dis are coooected to the TSI each supplying 256 time slots in nibble format The 

nibble busses carry a time slot on four consecutive nibbles. and ~ate at 8.192Mbits/sec; 256 time slots 

per frame are transmitted io each directioo to each DI. These busses use a walking parity scheme for fault 

detection. In this scheme the parity is normally odd but in every ninth time slot. the parity is even. 

The control information includes a 4-bit PIDB address that selects the source and destination for the 512 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIFl'ION CD-SDS36-0l 

time slots associated with the Dls and a DI board select lead. This lead tells the DI to cmnect the TSI time 

slot with which it is associated to the specified PIDB. or to igncre the time slot and make no PIDB 

connection to it. 

Two additional leads are used to diagnose the DI. One lead informs the DI to loop the TSI data received on 

that time slot through itself and back to the TSI oo the same time slot of the next frame. The other lead 

directs the DI to replace the received TSI data with PIDB idle code. 

The clock lead ncmioally is an 8.192MHz clock (122 ns period). The 8KHz sync is a normally "high" 

signal with an active "low" pulse of one 8.192MHz period in duration occurring every 125us (roce per 

frame). 

2.3.6 TSI-DSC Interface 

The TSI-DSC interface is cross-coupled between side 0 and 1 of the MCIU3. The TSI transmits and 

receives 32 serial time slots to and from each DSC service group. AIJ.y of these 64 time slots can be selected 

as a soun:e of PCM data for any time slot going to the DLls or Dls. Similarly. the TSI can send the 16-bit 

word of. any time slot received from the DLls or Dls out on any of the 64 time slots to the local DSC. The 

data fmnat and timing of the local DSC interface is of the PIDB type consisting of four balanced, 

differentially driven. RS-422 compatible. twisted-pair wires. Signals provided by this interface are a 

4.0%MHz clock out, an 8KHz sync pulse out. 32-time slot serial output data. and 32-time slot serial input 

data. 

2.3.7 Unit Test Interface 

This interface is used when the MCI1.J3 is in a unit Cl' lab test environment. The test slot is used for unit 

test or software testing via the UN364- DUS/SMITS board. Use of SMITS permits a user to examine and 

modify the execution of a program. SMITS accommodates step-by-step execution of taJget programs, the 

setting of breakpoints, and the running of. error detection programs. Additional test cables are required 

when using DUS or SMITS. 

2.4 UNIT LAYOUT 

The MCI1J3 is a single shelf unit containing one backplane (ID-5D8O1-O1). It functions as a duplexed 

entity, with both sides (0 and 1) on the same shelf. 

F.quipmeot locatiom for all component codes in the MCTU3 are shown below; 
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EQL FDESIG COMPCODE 

04-000 TESTBRD UN364 

04-014 OSBPCD TN1424 

04-021 OSBCORE KBN17 

04-032 OCI-0 UN71C 

04-040 OCI-1 UN71C 

04-048 OPI2 UN395 

04-056 OTSI-SP TN1086B 

04-066 ODI-0 TN1524 

04-074 ODI-1 TN1524 

04-084 ODLI TN1077F 

04-094 ODSC2 TN833C 

04-106 lSBPCD TN1424 

04-113 lSBCORE KBN17 

04-124 lCI-0 UN71C 

04-132 lCI-1 UN71C 

04-140 1PI2 UN395 

04-148 lTSI-SP TN1086B 

04-158 lDI-0 TN1524 

04-166 lDI-1 TN1524 

04-176 lDLI TN1077F 

04-186 1DSC2 TN833C 

3. REFERENCE DAT A 

Supplementary information is cootained in the following documents: 

(a) Module Controller and Time Slot Intercbanger Unit, Model 2 • SD-5D151-01 

(b) Module Cootroller and Time Slot InterehangerUnit. Model 2 • CD-5D151-01 

(c) Switching Module Cootrol Cabinet. Model 2 - CD-5D160-01 

(d) CPSM-UN364 

(e) CPSM-1Nl424 

(f) CPSM-1Nl425 

(g) CPSM-KBN17 

(h) CPSM-UN71C 

(i) CPSM-UN71B 

G) Q>SM-UN395 

(k) CPSM-1N1086B 

(1) CPSM-1N1042 

(m) CPSM-982YN 
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(n) Q>SM-TN1524 

(o) CPSM-TN1377 

(p) Q>SM-TN077F 

(q) Q>SM-TN833C 

3.1 WORKING LIMITS 

Voltages: 

(a) +5±0.5 volts 

(b) -48 volts +4.5, -6.25 volts 

Ambient Temperature: 

(a) 00 to 700 Centigrade (at circuit pack). 

(b) 00 to 500 Centigrade (office aisle ambient). 

Growth: 

CD-5D536-01 

With the basic unit equipage each side of the MCTIJ3 contains 32 PIDBs and 23 PICBs. The unit may be 

expanded by adding another a to each side. for a total of 46 PICBs per side. 
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3.2 FUNCTIONAL DESIGNATIONS 

Functional designations for all ca:npooent codes in the MCIU3 are shown below: 

FDESIG 

TESTBRD 
(0,l)SBPCD 
(0,l)SBCORE 
(O,l)CI-0 
(0, 1) CI-1 
(O,l)PI2 
(O,l)TSI-SP 
(0, l)DI-0 
(0,l)DI-1 
(O,l)DLI 
(0, l)DSC2 
(0, l)MTSSWA 

(0, l)MTSSWB 
(0, 1) CPIPB 
PWRLUG 

Issue I 

MEANING 

TEST BOARD 
SINGLE BOARD POWER CONTROL/DISPLAY 

SINGLE BOARD CORE 
CONTROL INTERFACE 0 
CONTROL INTERFACE 1 
PACKET INTERFACE - MODEL 2 

TIME SLOT INTERFACE/SIGNAL PROCESSOR 

DATA INTERFACE 0 
DATA INTERFACE 1 
DUAL LINK INTERFACE 
DIGITAL SERVICE CIRCUIT - MODEL 2 

MESSAGE TIME SLOT SWITCH A 

MESSAGE TIME SLOT SWITCH B 

CPI PADDLE BOARD 
POWER/GROUND LUG 
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COMPCODE 

UN364 
TN1424 or TN1425 
KBN17 
UN71C 
UN71C 
UN395 
TN1086B 
TN1377 or TN1524 
TN1377 or TN1524 
TN1077F 
TN833C 
955B 
955B 
982YN 
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3.3 FUNCTIONS 

The function of this unit is described in Sectiw II of this Circuit Description. 

3.4 CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

When this circuit is listed on an application schematic. the conne.cting information thereon is to be 

followed. 

3.4.1 Main connectin& circuits 

Main camecting circuits: 

(a) Time Multiplexed Switch Unit· SD-50043-01 

(b) Time Multiplexed Switch Unit 2 - SD-5D061-01 

(c) Six-Fan Unit - SD-5D081-01 

(d) Fuse/Filter Unit - SD-5D053-01 

(e) Multi Module RSM MMRSM Alarm and Status Unit-ED-50586-10 

3.4.2 Peripheral Units 

Peripheral Units: 

(a) Line Unit - SD-5D051-01 

(b) Line Unit 2 - SD-5D032-01 

(c) Line Unit 3 - SD-5D180-01 

(d) Trunk Unit - SD-5D300-01 

(e) Digital Carrier Line Unit - SD-SD203-0l. SD-5D202-01 

(f) Integrated Seivices Line Unit - SD-SDOOl-01 

(g) Packet Switch Unit - SD-5D074-01 

(h) Digital Line and Trunk Unit - SD-SD201-0l 

(i) Digital Line and Trunk Unit Export - SD-5X204-0l 

(j) Metallic Service Unit - SD-5D033-01 

(k) Modular Metallic Service Unit - SD-5D015-01 

(1) Digital Service Unit - SD-5D035-01 

(m) Digital Service Unit 2 - SD-SDCm-01 
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(n) Digital Service Unit Export - SD-5X201-01 

(o) Remote Oock Unit - SD-5D075-01 

(p) Facilities Interface Unit - SD-5D401-01 

(q) Transm.issioo Rate Cooverter Unit - SD-5D086-01 

(r) Switching Transmissioo Facilities Unit - SD-5D167-01 

(s} Directly CODDeCted Test Unit - SD-2P077-0l 

(t) Echo Canceler #5 Signaling Unit - SD-5X213-01 

3.5 MANUFACTURING TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

CD-SDS36-0l 

Manufacturing Test Requirements For Module Ce11troller And Time Slot Interchange Unit, Model 3 

(J5D003FS-1) 

3.6 ALARM INFORMATION 

The function of this unit is described in Sectioo Il of this Cin:uit Description. 

3.7 TAK.ING EQUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE 

Reference the following document. AT&T 235-105-xxxx Practices for Procedures. 

4. REASONS FOR REISSUE 

NA 
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S. ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS OR INITIALISMS 

ADR 
ALM 
AM 
APPL! 
ASW 
AUilSS 
AWS 
BCR 
BTSR 
CAD 
CDMA 
a 
Q.M 
COGs 
CORE 
Q>I 
Q>M 
O>t.J32 
CSl 
CS2 
DI 
DLI 
DMA 
DRAM 
DRC 
DSC 
DSP 
DSU 
DUS 
EDC 
FlA 
EPROM 
FSR 
FIFO 
FIU 
FFU 
FPGA 
00 
ISDN 
LDSU 
LDSUB 
LED 
Ll 
LLR 
LRR 

Issue I 

Alternate data RAM 
Alarm 
Administrative module 
SMP application 1 circuit pack 
All seems well 
Automatic time slot switching 

Administrative Work Statioo 
Bus Control Register 
Bootstrapper 
Cabling and distribution 
Code Division Multiplexed Access 
Cmtrol interface 
Cmununicaticn link monito£ 
Cost d. Goods 
SMP core circuit pack 
Central Processor Intervention 
Cmununications Processor Module 
Central Processor Unit 32 bit 
SMP core support 1 circuit pack 
SMP core support 2 circuit pack 
Data interface 
Dual link interface 
Direct memory access 
Dynamic random access memory 
Dynamic Ram Cootroller 
Digital service circuit 
Digital signal processor 
Digital Service Unit 
Demon utility system 
Error Correction Detection 
Electronics Industry Association 
Erasable. Programmable, Read-Only Memory 
Error source register 
First in, first out 

Facility interface unit 
Fuse/filter unit 
Field Programmable Gate Array 
Input/output 
Integrated Services Digital Network 
Local digital SCJVice unit 
Local DSU Bus 
Light emitting diode 
Link interface 
Last look RAM 
Last report RAM 
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I.P 
MEM 
MCTIJ2 
MCTIJ3 
MMRSM 
MMU 
MPF 
MSGS 
MIS 
MUPEN 
NCT 
NDRC 
NMI 
oos 
ORM 
PB 
PBMAC 
PH 
PIC 
PICB 
PIDB 
PLL 
pp 
Pl 
PSU 
PSU2 
PWRCTRL 
PWRLUG 
QLWR 
QUICC 
RAM 
RCV 
ROS 
RQIP 
RS 
RSM 
SBCORE 
SBPCT) 
SDI 
SDLC 
SIM60 
SIMM 
SM2000 
SM 
SMC 
SMITS 
SMP 

muel 

Logical processa 
SMPmemory 
Module Controller Time Slot Interchange Unit. Model 2 

Module Controller Time Slot Interchange Unit. Model 3 

Multi Module RSM 
Memory Management Unit 
Mate power fail 
Message switch 
Message time slot 
Mate update enable 
Network control and timing 
NCT to D3 rate converter 
Nm Maskable Interrupt 
Out of service 
Optically Remote Switching Module 
PacJcetbus 
PacJcetBusMe.diaAccessCmtroller 
Protocol handler 
Programmable Interrupt Cmtroller 
Peripheral Interface Control Bus 
Peripheral lnterf ace Data Bus 
Phase lock loop 
Port processor 
PacJcet interface 
PacJcet switch unit 
PacJcet Switch Unit. Model 2 
Power control 
Power Lug 
Quad Long Word Register 
QUad Integrated Communications Controller 
Rand001 access memory 
Receive 
Request for out of service 
Request in progress 
Remote System 
Remote switching module 
Single Board CORE 
Single Board Power-ControVDisplay 
Serial data interface 
Synchrooous Data Link Controller 
System Integration Module 
Single In-line Memory Module 
Switching Module 2000 
Switching module 
Switching Module Control 
Switching Module Integrated Test System 
Switching module processor 
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SMPl 
SMP20 
SMP40 
SMPACTN 
SP 
sum 
TMS 
TPC 
TRCU 
TRM 
TSID 
UBC 
UCI 
vmx 
vcxo 
XMIT 

AT&T 

Switch Module Processor. Model 1 
Switch Module Processor. Model 2 
Switch Module Processor. Model 4 
Switch Module Processor Active signal 

Signal processor 
Sub-unit interface bus 
TUDe multipJexed switch 
Timer-PIC-Cootroller 
Transmission Rate Converter Unit 

Tw~mile optically Remote switching Module 

Tune Slot Interchanger Unit 
Update Bus ControlJer 
Unified control interface 
Very Conpact Digital ExcbangP. 
Voltage Controlled crystal Oscillator 
Trmsmit 

DEPT NQ9240400-DAS-CCT, 
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